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Abstract
We investigate the inuence of the projective invariance on the renormaliza-
tion properties of the theory. One-loop counterterms are calculated in the most
general case of interaction of gravity with scalar eld.
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The construction of quantum theory of gravity is an unresolved problem of modern
theoretical physics. It is well know that the Einstein theory of gravity is not renor-
malizable in an ordinary sense [1] { [3]. Therefore, one needs to modify the theory
or to show, that the diculties presently encountered in the theory are only artifacts
of perturbation theory. The simplest method of modifying the Einstein theory is to

















This theory is renormalizable and asymptotically free but it is not unitary because
the ghosts and tachyons are present in the spectrum of the theory [4] { [6]. It should
be noted that it is impossible to restore the unitarity of the theory by means of loop
corrections or adding an interaction with matter elds [7] , [8]. Hence, one needs to
use a new method in order to construct the theory of gravity.
Among various methods of constructing the quantum theory of gravity one should
emphasize the gauge approach as the most promising [9] { [12]. In gauge treatment of







(x) or metric g





based on the rst set of variables is called the Poincare gauge gravitational theory with
the structure group P
10
[13], [14]. A curvature tensor R
a
b




(h; !), which are the strength tensors of the Poincare gauge gravitational theory,


























































The theory based on the second set of variables is called the ane gauge gravi-
tational theory with the structure gauge group GA(4; R) [15] { [17]. The strength

































The Lagrangian of a gauge theory is built out of terms quadratic in the strength tensor









































are now a symbolic notation for
the contractions of the curvature tensors or the torsion tensors respectively.
2
At the present time there are a lot of papers concerning the classical problems of





in the Poincare gauge gravitational theory in order to obtain a unitary model [24]
{ [26]. However, the renormalizability properties of the theories have been studied
insuciently [27] { [29].
In the ane-metric theory of gravity there are models possessing an extra projective
symmetry. By the projective invariance we mean that the action is invariant under the














































(x) is an arbitrary vector.
The classical properties of models with the projective invariance have been discussed
in papers [30], [31]. However, the quantum properties of the projective invariance have
not been investigated. It should be noted, that the presence of an additional symmetry
in the theory may improve the renormalization properties of the theory. For example,
because of the presence of supersymmetry, the terms violating the renormalizability
of supergravity, show up only in higher loops. So, the projective invariance may have
the considerable role for the renormalizability of the theory. In order to investigate
the inuence of the projective invariance on renormalizability of the theory one needs
to calculate the counterterms in some model possessing the projective invariance. The











But because of the degeneracy of the four-dimensional space-time [32], the terms
violating the renormalizability of the theory arise only at two-loop level. The two-loop
calculations are very cumbersome. Since we would like to restrict ourselves to the
one-loop calculations and to investigate the inuence of the projective invariance on






































(x) as independent dynamical elds. This model is




























































































The main aim of our paper is to research the inuence of the projective invariance
on the renormalization properties of the theory. In particular, we consider the following
problems in the next section:
1. A necessity of introducing the term xing the projective invariance at the quan-
tum level.
2. The presence of the ghosts connected with the projective invariance.
3. The addition of the "projective" ghosts to the one-loop eective action
We use the following notations:



















; ( g) = det(g

)




. The others are the Riemannian objects.
2 One-loop counterterms
For calculating the one-loop eective action we use the background eld method [33],
[34]. In accordance with this method all dynamical variables are rewritten as the sum of
the classical and quantum parts. In general case, the dynamical variables in the ane-









; ' = '( g)
s
, where r; s are arbitrary numbers
satisfying the only condition: r 6=  
1
4
. The one-loop counterterms on the mass-shell
do not depend on the value of r and s. To simplify our calculation we use the following






















































































































is an arbitrary vector.
The action (10) expanded as a power series in the quantum elds (12) denes the ef-
fective action for calculating the loop counterterms. The one-loop eective Lagrangian














































































































































































































































































; . The propa-



























However, because of the projective invariance of the eective Lagrangian (14) the































































































are the grassmann variables;  is a constant.
The one-loop contribution of the projective ghosts to the eective action is propor-
tional to the 
4




= 0 and the contribution
of the projective ghosts to the one-loop counterterms is equal to zero.
Now, we must change the equation (17). The propagator of the quantum eld 



















































































































































































































































































































































To get the diagonal form of the eective Lagrangian we are to replace the dynamical










































































We don't give the details of the cumbersome one-loop calculations that have been
performed bymeans of the special REDUCE package program created by K.V.Stepanyantz.
One should note, that we violate the invariance of the action (14) under the general




























































The one-loop counterterms on the mass-shell including the contributions of the

























































































In our paper we have investigated the inuence of the projective invariance on the
renormalizability of the theory. It turns out that:
1. In order to dene the propagator of the quantum elds 


one needs to x the
projective invariance.
2. The gauge xing term (19) has the algebraic structure, that is it does not contain
derivatives of the elds.
3. The action of the projective ghosts (22) has also the algebraic structure. The
one-loop contribution of the projective ghosts is proportional to the 
4
(0) Hence
its contribution is equal to zero in the dimensional regularization.
4. The theory involved is not renormalizable. The term violating the renormaliz-
ability of the theory is equal to the R
2



























. Hence, we can
neglect the contribution of this term to the one-loop counterterms in space-time
without boundaries.
5. The renormalizability of the theory is not aected by the presence of the projec-
tive invariance.
We are greatly indebted to L.V.Avdeev (JINR,Dubna) and our colleagues >from
Department of Theoretical Physics (Moscow State University) for valuable discussions
and suggestions and for critical reading of the manuscript.
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